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Vision: Internet of things that video

45 billion cameras by 2022… [LDV Capital]



Forensics: analyzing terrorist behavior



Well-being: elderly monitoring
CareMedia project, CMU 2002



Social: media monitoring



Technology: self-driving cars



Retail: cashier-less shopping



Video understanding

Understand what is happening where, when and why



Conventional approaches

Track human-specified box 
e.g. Tao et al. CVPR16, Bertinetto et al. ECCV16

Learn predefined classes of actions
e.g. Xu et al. CVPR16, Kalogeiton et al. ICCV17

Localization by bounding boxes
e.g. Jain et al. CVPR14, Mettes et al. ICCV17

Focus on human actors
e.g. Yamaguchi et al. CVPR17



Inspiration: image understanding from sentence

Find object location in image based on language

“window upper right” “bottom left window”

ground truth prediction

Hu et al. CVPR 2016



Object segmentation from a sentence

Image embedding – spatial feature map through CNN
Sentence embedding – final hidden state in LSTM

Fully convolutional classification – match input sentence to every 
location on the spatial grid and up-sample

Hu et al. ECCV 2016



The potential of language

Track human-specified box 
e.g. Tao et al. CVPR16, Bertinetto et al. ECCV16

Learn predefined classes of actions
e.g. Xu et al. CVPR16, Kalogeiton et al. ICCV17

Localization by bounding boxes
e.g. Jain et al. CVPR14, Mettes et al. ICCV17

Focus on humans
e.g. Yamaguchi et al. CVPR17

Specification by sentence

Specification by sentence

Segmentation also

Any actor and action



This talk

I. Tracking objects from a sentence

II. Action segmentation from a sentence



I. Tracking

Tracking by Natural Language Specification. In CVPR 2017.

Efstratios GavvesRan TaoZhenyang Li Arnold SmeuldersCees Snoek



A long standing computer vision challenge

Object 
Tracking?



Conventional wisdom

Object 
Tracking?

Step 1: Set the boxStep 1: Specify the box SINT



Step 2: Start tracking SINT



Key contribution
Specify the target by language instead of box

“Track the little green person with the pointy ears and the beige robe”



Benefits of language
Tracking objects in multiple videos simultaneously
No ‘first-frame’ requirement, live monitoring across streams

“Man with blue pants”



Challenges
How to obtain a tight box around an object from text?

Text ambiguity vs object variance vs object invariance?

What happens if the description is no longer valid? 



Model I: Lingual specification only
LSTM encodes the text query
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Model I: Lingual specification only
LSTM encodes the text query

Dynamically generate filters from LSTM output
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Model I: Lingual specification only
LSTM encodes the text query

Dynamically generate filters from LSTM output

Convolve with input frame
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Model I: Lingual specification only
Tracking by repeated ‘detection’
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Tao et al. CVPR 2016

Model II: Lingual first, then visual
Use Model I for initialization, then track
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Model III: Lingual & visual
Adapts the lingual specification over time
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Augment tracking datasets with sentences
Tracking datasets: OTB100 and ImageNet Videos



Augment tracking datasets with sentences
Tracking datasets: OTB100 and ImageNet Videos
We add language description about the target in first frame

"left singer in white dress" "white car on the left" "woman in dark pants on left"
"woman in white next to the 
woman in dark pants"
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Model III: Lingual & visual
Model II: Lingual, then visualGirl2
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Model II and III profit from good initialization.

Model I: Lingual only

Model III: Lingual & visual
Model II: Lingual, then visual
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Hard to recover from poor 
initialization, then model I 
better choice.

Model II and III profit from good initialization.

Model I: Lingual only

Model III: Lingual & visual
Model II: Lingual, then visual



“The black and white dog”
Lingual only Lingual, then visual Lingual & visual



“White car on the left”
Lingual only Lingual, then visual Lingual & visual



“Girl in yellow shirt and purple pants”
Lingual only Lingual, then visual Lingual & visual



Tracking by language and box specification

Ground truth         Box specification        Language and box specification

”female skater in red"

Language helps against drift.



Tracking by language and box specification

Ground truth         Box specification        Language and box specification

"people on the right next to a big tree"

Language helps against drift.



This talk

I. Tracking objects from a sentence

II. Action segmentation from a sentence



II. Actions

Zhenyang LiKirill Gavrilyuk Amir Ghodrati Cees Snoek

Actor and Action Video Segmentation from a Sentence. In CVPR 2018.



Goal

Input video

“woman in purple dress running” 

“gray dog running on a leash during dog show”



Benefits of language
Distinguish fine-grained actors within same super-category

Identify actor and action instances 

Segment actors & actions outside pre-defined vocabulary



Augment action datasets with sentences

Two datasets are extended with more than 7,500 natural language descriptions



Model
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I3D is pre-trained on Kinetics and ImageNet

Word2Vec is pre-trained on GoogleNews



Loss
Training sample: video clip, sentence and binary segmentation mask

Loss per sample takes into account multiple resolutions

Logistic loss for per-pixel classification 



Evaluation metric
Intersection over Union

mAP 0.5:0.95: mean over precision for 
various IoU levels in range of [0.5:0.05:0.95]



Ablation: image or video?

For segmentation, video is more than just a set of independent frames

A2D Sentences



More ablation

Multi-resolution for better training

A2D Sentences A2D Sentences

Simple 1D CNN outperforms LSTM



Comparison with image-based baselines
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Existing models without pre-training results in modest recognition.
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Comparison with image-based baselines
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Incorporating flow in our video model further improves results.



Qualitative results: simple cases

“kid rolling over” “brown dog crawling on the ground”



Qualitative results: hard cases

“a man is climbing a rock”
“man standing on the left”



“man walking with a woman on the beach”

Qualitative results: failure cases

“woman walking with a man on the beach”



Qualitative results: comparison with baselines

“a black dog is walking on the left”

Hu et al. Li et al. Our model Groundtruth

“a car is rolling”

“cat climbing wall”



Conclusion
New type of human-machine interaction for video understanding.

More robust tracking and segmentation of actors and actions. 

Representations enable novel application scenarios.

Vacancies: My lab is looking for 2 PhD students, ping me if interested. www.ceessnoek.info
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